Financial Markets Law Committee ("FMLC")

Finance and Technology Scoping Forum

Date: Tuesday 7th May 2019
Time: 2.00 pm to 3.30 pm
Location: Simmons & Simmons LLP - CityPoint, 1 Ropemaker St, London, EC2Y 9SS

In Attendance:

Angus McLean (chair) Simmons & Simmons LLP
Cat Dankos Herbert Freehills
Jonathan Gilmour Travers Smith LLP
Monica Gogna Dechert LLP
Andrew Harvey GFMA
Richard Hay Linklaters
Carolyn Jackson Katten Law
Lorraine Johnston Ashurst LLP
Ben Kingsley Slaughter and May
Lewis Lee Cls group
Emmanuel Le Marois AFME
Sarah Lewis Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP
Philippa List Societe Generale
Helen McGrath Stripe
Mark Kalderon Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
Matthew Nyman TruFin
Michael Sholem CWT
Ian Stevens CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP
John Taylor Queen Mary University of London
Simon Toms Allen&Overy
Stuart Willey White & Case LLP

Virgilio Diniz FMLC

Regrets:

Nikita Aggarwal University of Oxford
Antony Beaves Bank of England
Suhail Khawaja Wilmington Trust
Kathleen Tyson Granularity Ltd
Agenda:

1. Introductions

2. Administration: FMLC in numbers (Virgilio Diniz)

3. Introductory remarks on Legal uncertainties concerning the impact of smart contracts on the ordinary elements and functioning of a contract such as formation, frustration and mistake (Carolyn Jackson);

4. Introductory remarks on Smart Derivative Contracts (Ciaran McGonagle);

5. Transposition of the 5MLD – Consultation (Matthew Nyman);

6. Any other business (Angus McLean);